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INTRODUCTION

DISCUSSION

Sudden death following trauma arouses a huge
public interest. This in turn leads the investigators
to take stern actions at the outset. Thorough postmortem examination by a pathologist is an
essential part of the medico-legal investigation of
such deaths. A seemingly direct violence related
death can end up as a natural death at the end of
the post-mortem examination1. Similarly there
can be limitations to the opinions that can be
expressed by the pathologist at the end of the postmortem examination for forensic pathologists are
not Sherlock Holmes. We report a case of a man
who died immediately after trauma due to a
natural disease.

Sudden natural deaths associated with minor
trauma are not uncommon in forensic practice2.
Though it is a common occurrence for a man to
die suddenly following emotional disturbance and
trivial trauma with pre-existing heart disease,3 the
forensic pathologist is faced with a dilemma of
explaining the court and the agitated relations how
the former condition affect the latter resulting in
death.

Case History
A 70 year old man with a history of ischemic heart
disease and a bypass surgery one year back has
had a verbal argument with his neighbor.
Following the argument it was witnessed that a
stone being thrown at him. He was found
collapsed few minutes later and was brought to the
hospital. It was found that he had no vital signs
but only a broad irregular rhythm in the
electrocardiogram. Suspect was taken into custody
and an autopsy examination of the body was
ordered.
Information about the scene revealed no excessive
blood loss. Post mortem examination revealed a
laceration on the occipital area without any skull
fractures or intra cranial injuries [Figure: 1] and
a few grazed abrasions on the back. There was no
pallor in his internal organs or conjunctivae.
There was marked hypertrophy of the heart with
ischemic scarring and an organizing myocardial
infarction which was evident histologically
[Figure: 2]. There were chronic hypertensive
changes in kidneys.
Cause of death was ascertained as ischemic heart
disease in a man with a scalp laceration.

The head injury in this man is minor and only
involves partial thickness of the scalp. Though
rare, there are reported cases of sudden deaths
associated with scalp lacerations. Cases have
been reported where there is extensive bleeding
from a scalp wound in association with other
coexistent pathologies4. However, there was no
autopsy evidence of pallor in this man to suggest
considerable blood loss. Information obtained
about the scene revealed that there was no
excessive blood loss.
It is also predictable that this elderly person could
have succumbed to his pre-existing heart disease
at any moment5.The heart of this man was over
900 g and there was pre-existing scarring and an
organizing myocardial infarction as well.
Myocardial hypertrophy, scarring and infarctions
are identified risk factors for sudden fatal
arrhythmia6,7.
However, the contribution to death from minor
trauma and emotional disturbances associated
with verbal arguments and pain cannot be
excluded in this case. The stress of a verbal
argument as well as any minor traumatic incident
can lead to increased secretion of catecholamine
which in turn can result in increased heart rate
leading to fatal arrhythmia8,9. Possible proarrhythmic mechanisms associated with emotional
and physical stress include alterations in
autonomic tone manifested by decreased vagal
and increased sympathetic components, this in
turn increases the overall susceptibility to
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ventricular fibrillation specially in individuals
with pre-existing cardiac disease10.
In forensic literature, sudden death of a man
resulting from exacerbation of pre-existing heart
disease that is induced by physical and/or
emotional stress of a criminal activity of another
person is sometimes referred to as ―homicide by
heart attack.‖11 In such circumstances it is
necessary to prove that the emotional and physical
stress associated with the criminal activity of
another person was contributory to the death.
In this case, pathological investigations revealed
that this man has a severe cardiac disease and a
minor trauma. Historical investigations revealed
that he had collapsed immediately after the
assault. Based on scientific knowledge and
considering historical and pathological evidence
we can conclude that there is a definite
contribution to his death from trauma. Thus, the
cause of death was concluded as ischeamic heart
disease in a man with a scalp laceration.
However, the contribution the pathologist can
make in determining the manner of death is
limited. Decision on culpability of the assailant is
based on mensrea or the guilty mind which is the
mental element of the offence. The mere simple
non grievous nature of this injury does not
necessarily mean that the assailant is not having
an intention of causing death. It is beyond the
expertise of the forensic pathologist to determine
the knowledge of the assailant about the preexisting conditions of the victim and his intention
of causing any act that would likely to cause
death.

Figure: 1 - Scalp laceration on the
occipital area

Figure: 2 Myocardial fibrosis with
chronic inflammatory cell infiltration

CONCLUSION
The decision on contribution of non grievous
injuries to the death of this man with a lethal heart
disease is crucial. Pathologist‘s contribution in
forming opinions can be limited. The scientific
knowledge of the pathologist as well as the legal
evidence of mensrea or guilty mind may jointly
play a role in prosecution of this case.
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